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INTRODUCTION

Delivering for water consumers
What we have delivered for water consumers
Each year we review what we have achieved for water consumers. Our key numbers below show that we continue to deliver
on the issues that matter to them, and show the difference we have made since 2005 when we were established.

£106 - the average amount by
which the Price Review 2009 was
better for each Dŵr Cymru Welsh
Water customer compared to 2004,
when prices went up by £78. By 2015
average prices will go down by £28
in real terms (excluding inflation).
£2.15m – the amount returned
to customers in compensation
and rebates since 2005 as a
result of our work on their
behalf in Wales.
Nearly 12,000 – the number of
consumers we have helped through
complaints and enquiries work in
Wales since 2005.

48% reduction in complaints to
CCWater about water companies
in Wales from 2009/10 to 2011/12.
18,500 - the number of consumers
we have helped indirectly by
getting the water company to
give out surface water rebates
to eligible customers in Wales.
On average each customer
received about £79.
Around ten times as many customers
in Wales signing up to the WaterSure
or equivalent schemes for vulnerable
consumers since CCWater’s project in
2007 to rebrand the scheme and
introduce a standard simplified
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application form. The introduction
of a lower bill cap by Dŵr Cymru
Welsh Water during this period will
also have helped boost take-up.
Around three and a half times
increase in consumers registered
on companies’ Special Assistance
Registers in Wales since 2008, when
we focused on encouraging companies
to raise awareness of the availability of
the registers. The subsequent decision
to automatically register customers
applying for the Welsh Water Assist
Tariff also helped this increase.
21p – approximately what we will
cost each water bill payer in 2013/14.

CCWater’s overall performance for
2011/12 is summarised in our Annual
Review and also for the Wales
Committee in the Wales Annual
Review. Financial performance is
reported in our Annual Accounts
for 2011/12.
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Message from the Chair of the Wales Committee
Pressure on water companies to improve service, a drop in consumer
complaints about water companies, money back in people’s pockets, help
for the most vulnerable in society and influencing future pricing to keep
bills low… these are just some of things that the Consumer Council for
Water (CCWater) has achieved.
As we set out our Forward Work Programme for Wales for 2013-16, we do
it in the knowledge that we have received strong support from the Welsh
Government for the work we do for water consumers. The Welsh Government
agrees that there is still a need for strong water consumer representation
to tackle the issues and pressures that will impact on the industry, and
therefore consumers, over the next 25 years. The Welsh Minister has said the
Consumer Council for Water will “have a key role in providing critical input” to
inform changes “in regulation and strategic planning in the water sector”
over the next few years and to “ensure that the interests of customers, both
1
householders and businesses in Wales are represented effectively.” We also
welcome the recommendation from the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
2
3
Committee and the Federation of Small Businesses that CCWater remain in
its current form for three years after market reforms are implemented.

Diane McCrea
Chair – Wales Committee
Consumer Council for Water
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The review of water prices for the next
five years will be a significant part of
our work for water customers over the
next two years. If new investment or
services are required, the need for
them to be good value for money cuts
to the heart of water companies’
planning as they develop business
plans for the next price review in 2014,
which will set price limits for 2015-20.
Consumers have told us that they make
their judgement on value for money by
considering the balance between the

1	Minister for Environment and Sustainable Development’s Written Statement - Water Policy in Wales - December 2011
2 In EFRA’s report on the Water White Paper- June 2012
3 In the FSB’s evidence to the EFRA Committee – October 2012. Current proposed date for the market reforms to be implemented is 2017
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quality of the goods and services,
the way the goods and services are
delivered, and the cost of the goods and
services. Whether or not a customer
feels they can afford the charges may
be a factor in the way in which the
customer balances these three
elements. This lays down a strong
challenge to water companies to meet
their customers’ expectations through
quality, delivery of services and cost.
In Wales customers’ satisfaction with
service is good, but satisfaction with
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Message from the Chair continued
value for money is lower, and we would
like the water companies to address
what drives this perception.
The water industry regulator Ofwat
agreed that, following our
recommendation, a series of Customer
Challenge Groups, looking at each water
company, would be created for this price
review. The water companies in Wales
have approached me to be independent
chair each of their groups. CCWater is
separately represented and active on
each group. During the process we will
be challenging regulators and the Welsh
Government where necessary, and will
challenge the companies to deliver
business plans that are both acceptable
to and affordable for customers. We
expect plans to reflect local customers’
priorities on services and cost through
our ‘on the ground’ work locally in Wales.
In addition to the price review
preparation, CCWater has been
involved in the planning, and will
continue to be involved in the delivery,
of significant developments over the

next three years. This includes helping
the Welsh Government develop and
deliver its Water Strategy for Wales,
the UK Government Water Bill and
being the independent voice to inform
and empower consumers, making them
the focus of what water regulation and
management need to deliver.
Our next steps will continue to be
heavily influenced by the expectations
of consumers, who we continue to
survey extensively. In 2012 we repeated
our 2005 research on consumers’
priorities for CCWater and found that
consumers expect us to carry on with
current priorities and, in addition, help to
inform them on water issues. Consumers
want an independent CCWater to
equip them with industry knowledge
and insight so that they can make
informed decisions and feel in control.
We will consider how to do this without
duplicating the work of others, such
as water companies and Waterwise.
Guaranteeing a safe, reliable and
sustainable water supply that is fit for
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purpose is also of paramount importance
to consumers. This presents a challenge
to water companies. Planning new
resources of water can take time. In the
meantime, customers expect the taps to
keep running; so companies will need to
demonstrate what they are doing on their
networks to ensure water is where it
is needed, when it is needed, and that
leakage is reduced. Customers are
prepared to do their bit to save water
if they believe water companies are
playing their part. Customers are also
receptive to advice and information
on how to be more water efficient.
And as always seems to be the case,
just when you have talked about water
resources, flooding is the next topic.
Many communities in Wales are still
experiencing heavy flooding, including
sewer flooding, that is caused when
the rainfall is greater than the capacity
of the sewers. More work is needed to
address these issues particularly
innovative, cost effective, sustainable
solutions. These solutions could help
deal with excess rainfall and reduce

“Our next steps
will continue
to be heavily
influenced by
the expectations
of consumers,
who we continue
to survey
extensively.”
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the amount of water that flows into
the sewers and needs treatment at
wastewater treatment works, before
being returned to the environment.
We welcome and support the
discussions taking place in Wales on the
new Sustainable Development Bill. At
CCWater we will continue to do our job
so that our operations and our policy
work on behalf of consumers in Wales
contributes to the achievement of all
aspects of sustainable development
including economic, community and
physical well being. For this reason
we will continue to support cost
effective sustainable approaches that
could minimise impacts on customers’
bills but also benefit the natural
environment. For example, we will
support catchment management
solutions that are cost effective and
beneficial to water customers and
agri-environment schemes.
We welcome the establishment of
Natural Resources Wales and we have
been assured that expertise and

attention on water consumer issues will
be retained in the new body. We will
help Natural Resources Wales deliver
an ecosystem services approach in an
equitable manner in Wales. This means
that more work can be done with sectors,
other than the water industry, to ensure
that water customers pay their fair
share of environmental improvements
in Wales through their water bill and
others pay their fair share too.
We have a duty to support vulnerable
customers, including those financially
vulnerable, so any future increases to
water bills will have to be carefully
considered to take water poverty in
Wales into account. One in ten customers
in Wales tells us they cannot afford their
water bills. So this is a priority: we will
work with the water companies to
improve and extend the assistance they
provide, at a pace acceptable to the rest
of their customers. We support the Welsh
Government’s Tackling Poverty Action
Plan and trust this can be developed to
look beyond customer funded solutions
to water poverty issue in Wales.
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We will give strong support to the
Welsh Government as it develops and
implements its policy to deliver the
best results and services for business
and domestic customers in Wales.
As changes and market reforms are
introduced in England we will monitor
the impact it has on water customers.
We will also have an important role
to help inform business customers in
Wales about what it means for them
as different market regimes develop.
While our Forward Work Programme
for Wales covers a three year period,
many of the issues affecting the water

industry today, and in the future,
will play out over a longer timescale and
it is essential that CCWater remains
prominent within the industry to ensure
that the consumer’s interests are
represented and protected at all times.
Household bills are rising and the issues
of leakage, environmental change and
economic uncertainty add further
pressure on water companies and
consumers. It is more important than
ever that we have a strong voice and that
it continues to be heard loud and clear.
We will continue to do all of this for
only 21p, per customer.
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Who we are
 CWater represents
C
domestic and business
water consumers in
Wales and England.
 e are the independent and
W
statutory water consumer
body with local consumer
advocates and offices in
Cardiff and seven locations
across England.
 ur Wales team, responding
O
to consumers’ enquiries and
complaints based in Cardiff
enables us to develop a real
understanding of water
consumers’ concerns in Wales.
Our policy and advocacy work
across Wales builds on and
demonstrates the importance
of the views of Welsh
consumers.
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4 Severn Trent’s customers in Wales are represented by our Central Committee.
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What we do
 e are the water
W
consumers’ voice.
 e use consumer evidence gained
W
from research, complaints data
and feedback from domestic
and business consumers to
inform our work on behalf of
water consumers.
 e work directly with the Welsh
W
and UK Governments, regulators,
and water and sewerage
companies water and sewerage
companies in Wales4 (Dŵr Cymru
Welsh Water, Dee Valley Water,
Scottish and Southern and Albion
Water), as well as locally with
water consumers themselves to
influence and deliver for water
consumers.

What we cost
 or 2013-14 we will continue
F
to cost about 21p per bill payer.
We are not going to increase our
costs to water customers during
this year.
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Overview of the Forward Work Programme for Wales

1

Key strategic issues that inform
the direction of this Forward Work Programme

Consumers’ views
Our work programmes are shaped by what consumers say we
should be doing to represent them. When we were set up we
researched consumers’ views to find out what we should do and to find out
what problems they need resolved by their water company or its regulator.
This has helped us achieve significant outcomes on behalf of water
consumers since 2005; nearly £2.15m in compensation or rebates
from water companies in Wales; and help and advice for almost 12,000
customers in Wales who had issues or problems with water or sewerage
services, as well as extra investment in services.
In 2012 we asked consumers again whether the direction and focus of our
work was still valid.
The short answer was ‘yes’. Consumers
want us to carry on with our key themes
of ‘value for money’, ‘right first time’,
‘water on tap’, ‘a sewerage service that
works’ and ‘speaking up for consumers’,
so these will remain as key themes
within our Forward Work Programme.
Consumers did, however, suggest that
we should improve their awareness of
service and tariff options and give them

more information about the structure
of the industry, the role of CCWater,
water usage and conservation. There
are some relatively low-cost ways we
could achieve this, which we have
reflected in this document. These
include improving our website and
putting more emphasis on informing
consumers within our current themes.
Over the next 12 months we will explore
what else CCWater could do to inform
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customers; including working with
water companies, regulators,
governments and others, building on
and not duplicating their own work.
Long-term strategic pressures
In addition to using consumers’ views
to shape our plan, we have also looked
again, as we do every year, at the
long-term issues that are likely to
affect the service water consumers
receive and the price they pay.
We believe the gap between customers’
satisfaction with the service they get
and their perception of value for money
needs to narrow to make sure the water
industry retains legitimacy and is
focussed on customers. That, combined
5
with one in ten customers in Wales who
think their bill is unaffordable, means
there is still a big job to do in increasing
value for money and in helping those
struggling to pay. The situation could get
worse if water bills rise to meet new
investment requirements, including for
enhanced environmental regulations, and
if other household expenses such as food,

energy and transport costs rise while
there is continued pressure on
household incomes. We are also seeking
to fix business customers particular
concerns with their water companies
and ensure they too get value for money
and a more responsive, individual
service for their varying needs.

5 CCWater Tracking Research - Link to Research section of website here
6 CCWater Tracking Research - Link to Research section of website here
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With one in ten customers telling us
that they cannot afford their bills we
consider that investment decisions
must take account of customers’
acceptance of and willingness to pay
for charges and we will work with
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Overview of the Forward Work Programme continued
Natural Resources Wales and the Welsh
Government to ensure this. We will also
seek to make sure that water company
investment is based on robust and
realistic cost benefit analysis that is
open and accessible to scrutiny and
that the costs of tackling the problems
associated with managing natural
resources are shared across different
sectors, in proportion to their level of
responsibility for those problems.
We know consumers are concerned
about leakage. Population growth,
conservation measures and climate
change are putting stress on water
resources and water and sewerage
systems. We know consumers want
more advice on using water wisely,
but they also want to know what water
companies are doing about leakage
and, additionally, they want
reassurance that plans for a secure
water and sewerage service are in
place. The regulatory system has to
make sure that infrastructure is fit
to allow the service to meet
consumers’ expectations.

Business customers in border areas
between Wales and England could be
affected by proposed changes in the
water market in England, which could
see more business customers, charities
and public sector bodies in England
switching water supplier. We believe
these changes could mean more calls
to CCWater as business customers in
border areas seek help to clarify their
eligibility to change water companies.
The Federation of Small Businesses
believes it is essential that there is a
strong voice to represent the interests
of consumers through the far-reaching
reforms to the water sector to be
implemented over the coming years.
We agree and will consider the best
way to meet the needs of business
customers and others at the borders
of Wales and England and help them
understand how the proposed changes
in England could affect them. We will
continue to work to ensure that water
customers in Wales who cannot
change suppliers continue to receive
benefits and improvements and
are not disadvantaged.
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2

Key strands of our work for water consumers

Our five key themes give us the framework of our work for
water consumers. Within these themes, we have drawn out
some key highlights where CCWater will be working to
represent consumers during the next three years:

Influencing Ofwat’s five-yearly price
review with household and business
customers’ views – We know
customers want fair charges and
this focuses our work during the
7
price review . The result for water
customers at the last price review was
reasonably good. We challenge water

companies to do even better during
the 2014 review. At the last price
review 20% of customers across
England and Wales found the
proposed price and service package
unacceptable. We believe each
company should be aiming to do
better to increase the numbers of

7	Expectations of CCWater 2012 - http://www.ccwater.org.uk/server.php?show=nav.964
8 CCWater Annual Tracking Research 2012
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customers who find the price and
service package acceptable.
Representing water customers
through the price review will be a
major part of our policy work during
the next two years and we are aiming
to get a good outcome that customers
accept from the five-year price review.

Helping customers who are
struggling to pay – One in ten of
customers in Wales believe their bills
are unaffordable, and we want these
8
customers to be helped in a way
that is acceptable to the customers
who fund any assistance through the
bills that they pay.

Representing business customers We are helping business customers,
charities and public sector
organisations in Wales through
current issues they have with their
water companies, and representing
their views during the price review.
We will continue to support business
customers and help them continue
to get good service levels or build
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on levels of service where it needs
improvement to meet their
particular needs.

Providing information and advice
to customers – With consumers
expecting CCWater to be giving them
9
information about water matters , we
will make sure consumers are provided
with the right messages at the right
time, and have the information they
need to make informed choices. This
role will grow more important with the
growth of social tariffs and as the
price review enters its key stages.

3

We can only achieve the objectives we have on behalf of water
consumers by working closely with the Welsh Government, water
companies, other interested parties and regulators, including
Natural Resources Wales. We have listed below some of the key
areas where we need others to help us help water consumers.

Working with Dee Valley Water
and Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water to:
Use customers’ views to create a
price and service package that is
acceptable to their customers.

Get service to consumers right
first time.

I nfluencing water resource planning So current and future water
company plans reflect consumers’
10
views on a secure supply. 86% of
consumers consider providing safe,
reliable, clean drinking a top priority.
 ressing water companies to get their
P
customer service right first time and
reduce complaints - Consumers want
CCWater to focus water companies
11
on providing them with a good service.

9 Expectations of CCWater 2012 - http://www.ccwater.org.uk/server.php?show=nav.964
10 2009 Price Review –Consumers’ views on investment priorities - http://www.ccwater.org.uk/upload/pdf/PR09_Overall_Report_Final_Feb_2009.pdf
11 Expectations of CCWater 2012 - http://www.ccwater.org.uk/server.php?show=nav.964

Working with others to help water consumers

Show customers how they are
improving the service and where
locally they are spending the money
they get from customers’ bills.

Focus on the issues that are
important to their consumers,
such as the issues around leakage.
Working with the Welsh Government
to help:
Deliver a Water Strategy for Wales
that acknowledges water consumer
priorities and facilitates innovation
and improvements in the water
industry in Wales for the benefit of
business and household consumers.

Update and deliver the tackling
poverty agenda with other partners.
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“A clear focus on
outcomes that
are valued by
customers…”

 eliver guidance on bad debt (Floods
D
and Water Management Act 2010).
Working with Regulators and
other institutions to get:
Information from Ofwat to assist
companies’ customer challenge
processes. This will be used to press
water companies to build business
plans for 2015-20 based on realistic
costs and to test them for acceptability
with their water customers.

consumers, the citizens of
Wales, are reflected within
Natural Resources Wales
emphasis on delivering
an ecosystems approach.

Natural Resources Wales to
accurately identify causes of
environmental failure in Wales
to minimise cost to customers.

Regulatory action from Ofwat
 clear focus on outcomes that are
A
valued by customers, or required by
legislation, with strong, harmonised
retail and wholesale incentives for
companies that make sure they are
focused on delivering those outcomes.
N
 atural Resources Wales (NRW)
and the Drinking Water Inspectorate
(DWI) to be open to legislative
outcomes being phased to allow more
sustainable approaches to be trialled
and to pace the cost to customers.

11
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Ensure the interest of water
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when companies fail.

Action by Ofwat to ensure that
market reform in England does not
detrimentally affect customers who
are not able to switch supplier,
including customers in Wales. This
could be through unintended effects
on investor confidence – affecting
the cost of capital – or through the
cost burden of market reform
shifting onto those customers
who cannot switch supplier.
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Consumer Priorities
Consumer Priorities for the Consumer Council for Water’s work
In 2005, CCWater conducted research to allow consumers to shape our
direction and focus. We have used this research, along with our Annual
Tracking survey and other extensive research findings over the last seven
years to focus the work we do on behalf of consumers. In 2012 we updated
our research into what consumers would want from an organisation like
CCWater. We have outlined the key results below.
Summary of key findings
The research findings showed that the
five themes that we have used during the
last seven years remain relevant and we
should still continue to focus on them.

to engage in issues around water
quality and supply, but should
show an increased focus on
getting leakage reduced.

A Sewerage System That Works –

consensus that customers need to be
sure their bills are fair. Customers in
Wales were more conscious of their
water bills and commonly cited that
bills are not acceptable, especially in
comparison to bill levels in other
12
areas. Respondents in Wales are
likely to cite Value for Money as their
core concern and therefore an area
where action by CCWater would be
13
most appreciated.

There was broad consensus that
consumers continue to require advice
and protection in this area. In several
regions, most notably North Wales,
respondents complained that water
company staff would visibly attend a
problem but not actually fix it or take
several attempts before the flooding
ceased. They suspect lack of
experience among the engineers is
at least partly responsible for their
14
failure to resolve flooding problems .

companies provide good service should
continue to be a priority, with CCWater
continuing to help consumers resolve
issues with their water company. There
was broad consensus that consumers
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Water on Tap - We should continue

Value for Money – There was

Right First Time - Ensuring water

12

need the support of an informed
impartial party.

12 Expectations of CCWater - Section 10.1.3
13 Section 12.1.3
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Speaking Up for Water Consumers –
There should be a greater emphasis
on raising CCWater’s profile, so
water consumers are aware of
where to turn to for help or advice.

14 Section 9.1.6

“Ensuring water
companies provide
good service should
continue to be a
priority…”
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INTRODUCTION

However, in this latest research,
consumers raised a new issue that
they believed we should consider:
I nforming consumers about water
issues - Consumers commented that
they would benefit from greater
independent information about
water issues from CCWater on:
w
 ater industry structure and role
of CCWater;
w
 ater usage and conservation; and
s ervice and tariff options.
There was little appetite for creating a
separate strand of work for sustainability.
Customers do not see this as a current
priority, and some are sceptical about
the concept, so they are unwilling to
consider additional funding or
activities simply based on this
premise.
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CCWater is required to perform its
powers and duties in the manner which
it considers is best calculated to
contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development. So while
sustainability may not warrant a
separate work stream, it will remain an
integral and underpinning theme for our
day to day activities and our policy work.
The full research report ‘Expectations
of CCWater’ is available here through
the research page of our website.
We have reflected this research in this
Forward Work Programme. On the issue
of informing consumers, we have added
some new actions in this plan. Over the
next 12 months we will explore with
water companies, regulators, the Welsh
Government and others what more
CCWater could and should do, and how
we could do this without duplicating the
efforts of other parties in the longer term.
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1. Value for Money
Make delivering fair, affordable charges that are value for money a priority for water companies,
to help ensure a sustainable water and sewerage service now and in the future.
What we want to help deliver
Water and sewerage customers who are satisfied with what they get for their
money because of an improved focus, by the water industry and regulators, on
engaging customers in decisions that affect their water bills. Help sustain a rising
trend, as seen in our research, in customers’ satisfaction with value for money.
 sustainable water and sewerage service where charges are fair and affordable
A
to customers. To increase the number of customers who think their water bill is
fair; and feel their bill is affordable.
 elp and protection for those who are less advantaged, vulnerable or cannot
H
afford to pay their water bill. Including social tariffs, where customers are
willing to support their introduction.
 ore low consumption households in Wales who are better informed to make a
M
judgement on whether a meter could help them save money switching to a meter.
Companies in Wales should actively target low consumption households to opt
for a meter trial.
 usiness customers in Wales perceive they get good value for money as good
B
service levels are maintained and improved where needed.

What we will be doing
1. Ofwat’s five-yearly water
price review - A customer driven
price-setting process. We will
press for customers’ views,
customer acceptability and costeffectiveness to be at the heart of
the price setting process. This will
pressure water companies to make
their business plans, and the price
they charge, reflect what customers
want and need, and make sure the
final bill and service package is
acceptable to customers.
	We will seek to ensure that prices,
investment plans, and the services
delivered by companies in 2015-20
reflect robust evidence of:
What customers expect to receive
from water companies;
 ustomers’ preferences on service
C
and cost; and

14
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“A sustainable
water and
sewerage
service where
charges are
fair and
affordable
to customers.”
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OUR PRIORITIES

1. Value for Money continued
 ustomers’ acceptability of
C
water company investment
and price proposals.
	We will challenge water companies’
and regulators’ decisions for
2015-20 to ensure they are:
Grounded in evidence;

 art of a longer term strategy
P
to develop a sustainable water
industry; and
 eliver value for money and
D
cost-efficiency, so that customers
receive tangible benefits in return
for the bills they pay.

We will do this by playing an active
part in the water companies’ Customer
15
Challenge Groups and the Welsh
Government’s Price Review
(PR14) Forum.
2. Working towards affordable water bills
- We want to help deliver assistance
for customers struggling with bills by:
Working with companies as they
consider the use of social tariffs
and other strategies, to help deliver
affordable water bills and help those
in debt; and, also in conjunction with
the companies, informing customers
about the options available;
 ontinuing to seek the provision of
C
public expenditure and contributions
from water companies to help
address affordability issues in
line with customers’ views; and
 elping customers cut their bills
H
through highlighting opportunities
for them to reduce their charges,
including opting to have a meter
installed;

15
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 orking with the Welsh Government
W
to look beyond customer funded
solutions to the water poverty issue
in Wales through its Tackling
Poverty Action Plan and central
government funded solutions.
3. Ensuring charges are fair – We will help
deliver fair and acceptable charges to
domestic and business customers by
working with water companies and
Ofwat to review new and existing
charging policies and, where necessary,
pressing for improvements to meet
customer expectations and
addressing customer concerns.
4.	Helping to deliver benefits for
business customers by working with
Welsh Government on the future of
the water industry in Wales. We will
represent the interests of all
business customers in Wales by
encouraging companies to innovate
and improve their service delivery for
the benefit of all customers. We will
also respond to the Water Strategy
for Wales as it explores options to

15 Dwr Cymru Welsh Water’s Customer Challenge Group and Dee Valley Water’s Customer Challenge Panel.
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1. Value for Money continued
deliver the best results and services,
and help inform business customers
in Wales about the different market
regimes, when appropriate.
5. Working towards fair and well-paced
implementation of European
environmental directives, including
the Water Framework Directive.
We will work with governments,
environmental regulators and water
companies to help ensure that the
costs to customers of implementing
European directives are affordable
and phased appropriately. We will
seek to influence the European
Commission so that the needs of,
and costs imposed on, water
customers are considered whenever
they develop new policies or amend
existing directives.
6. Working for an approach to water
resources, water efficiency and
metering that considers water
consumers’ long-term needs and is
sensitive to ability to pay - We will
press water companies to use research

to identify consumers’ priorities, and to
shape their long term water resource
strategies around these priorities. We
want to ensure that companies fully
consider the impacts that their
proposals will have on consumers, as
individuals and within catchments, and
that they provide help and support to
those who might need it. We will be
working to secure a fully sustainable
water service and will challenge water
companies on proposals that will be
unacceptable to water customers.
7. S
 haring the industry’s success with
customers – We will work with
companies to ensure they are
transparent on how they share their
financial success with customers, e.g.
for Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water on what
and how much they will reinvest in
the business for customers and
with Dee Valley Water if they have
significantly outperformed against
the regulators’ assumptions (through
either efficiencies achieved, through
inflation or by acquiring capital
funding at a lower cost).
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Responding to
consumers’ expectations
To help respond to consumers’
expectations that they are
‘independently informed’
about water issues we will:
 ork with water companies
W
to target the right groups
for optional metering and
to help inform customers
about the right to have a
meter and to help them make
a choice about whether it is
the best option for them.

Encourage
water companies
to inform their customers
about how they are
improving services or
reducing bills as a result
of reinvesting profits
into their business and
sharing financial success
with their customers.

“We will work
with companies
to ensure they
are transparent
on how they share
their financial
success with
customers…”

Speaking up for
Water Consumers

OUR PRIORITIES

2. Right First Time
Press water companies to get their service to consumers right first time,
and sort out problems quickly and without hassle.
16

What we want to help deliver

A rising trend improvement in consumers’

A rising trend improvement in consumers’

satisfaction with the service provided by Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water and Dee Valley Water so more
consumers are happy with the service they receive.

satisfaction with their water or sewerage company’s
response to their contact, to reflect an increasing
focus on companies getting it ‘right first time’.

A reduction in the number of complaints to water

Informed domestic and business consumers, who use

companies in Wales to come into line with best
performers. Written complaints for Welsh companies
to fall below 5,282, the 2011/12 figure.

our website to find the information they need to take
action on their water or sewerage problem. The
numbers of consumers who source the answer to
their water or sewerage problem to increase above
the 64,000 questions answered for 2011/12.

A reduction in the number of times customers have

to write to their company. The number of customers
who have to write a second time to Dŵr Cymru Welsh
Water or Dee Valley to resolve their complaint to fall
below 370 - the 2011/12 figure.
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An improvement in consumers’ satisfaction with the

quality of service provided by CCWater for customers
whose water companies have not resolved their
complaint. Our current performance in Wales is 70%,
and we contribute to complaints work from England –
where the England and Wales performance is 75%.
We would like it to reach 80%.

16	CCWater Annual Tracking survey gives satisfaction with service and response to contact percentages - here
Complaints figures were over 163,000 in 2011-12 – see CCWater’s Complaint report here
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What we will be doing
1. Maintaining improvements to Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water’s and Dee Valley
Water’s handling of complaints –
We pressed both companies to
improve their service delivery for
consumers, and there has been a
positive response, particularly Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water with almost a
60% reduction in written complaints
recorded for 2011/12. We want this
momentum to be maintained. We will
particularly concentrate on cases
where customers have to make
multiple contacts to get their
complaint resolved.
2. Pressing for Dŵr Cymru Welsh
Water and Dee Valley Water to be
given incentives that drive
customer-focussed company
behaviour – We will press for any
future incentives to take account of
customer views on service and value

Speaking up for
Water Consumers

OUR PRIORITIES

2. Right First Time continued
for money along with Ofwat’s
current Service Incentive
Mechanism survey (known as SIM),
ensuring that there are no adverse
effects on other company service
areas. We will also continue to press
for incentives to ensure that, where
customers ask for this, customer
service continues to improve; and
that there are greater penalties for
companies who fail to improve.

5. Continuing to represent vulnerable
customers and the household they
live in - By capturing their views and
ensuring their needs are met.

3. F
 ocusing on improving companies’
performance – We will use our debt
assessments and risk-based
customer service assessment process
to focus on improving performance
and sharing good practice across a
wide area of services.
4. Working to deliver improvements
for business customers - By
listening to and acting on their
concerns, including charging issues,
service improvements and delivery,
and new connections.

18
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Responding to consumers’ expectations

To help respond to consumers’ expectations that they
are independently informed about water issues we will:
 nsure that there is appropriate and timely information available
E
for vulnerable consumers about the help that is available.
 ork to raise the profile of our website so consumers
W
can use it and get information about how to take action
on their water or sewerage service problem.
 ork with the water companies to identify and communicate important
W
information to consumers about their rights and responsibilities .
 aise the profile of the information water companies can communicate
R
online and directly, including via social media, with their consumers.

Speaking up for
Water Consumers

OUR PRIORITIES

3. Water on Tap
Pressing for safe, reliable, good quality drinking water that consumers value and use wisely.
What we want to help the industry deliver
 onsumers who are satisfied their tap water is safe. A rising trend of satisfied
C
customers.
 onsumers satisfied that they have a reliable water supply. A high level of
C
satisfied consumers maintained.
I nformed water consumers who consistently consider their water use and its
impact on water supplies and the environment. A rising trend of household
consumers who say they take action to use water more efficiently.
 igh service and quality standards which are maintained and, where necessary,
H
improved through water supply infrastructure resilience.

What we will be doing
1. Reviewing approaches to leakage –
Leakage continues to be a key
concern for customers, both in
terms of the levels currently
reported by companies, and in
relation to supply pipe leakage for
which customers are responsible.

We will work with the regulators
and industry to improve companies’
leakage policies and practice, so that
they are driven by customers’ views,
especially where driving leakage
down beyond cost-effective level
could increase the cost to customers.
2. Accounting for consumers’ needs
and expectations when reviewing
water resources and drought plans:
We will encourage water
companies to take account of
present and future consumers’
needs and expectations when
revising their water resource
management and drought plans.
 e will press for services to be
W
sustainable and resilient to severe
weather events and longer term
climate change, with investment
proposals at a pace acceptable
to customers.
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Speaking up for
Water Consumers

OUR PRIORITIES

3. Water on Tap continued
 e will work with Dŵr Cymru
W
Welsh Water and Dee Valley Water
to help raise awareness of the
issues and challenges facing the

water sector so that consumers
are better informed about water
service and what their bills are
used to fund.

Responding to consumers’ expectations

To help respond to consumers’ expectations that they
are independently informed about water issues we will:

Help
inform customers about leakage, including tackling their
reluctance to use water more efficiently because of widely held
perceptions about water company leakage levels.

Encourage
and inform consumers about being water efficient. Consumers
are already being water efficient and want help and advice to do more.
We will work closely with the Welsh Government, regulators, water
companies and other interested parties to focus more effort on the
promotion and delivery of water efficiency programmes and initiatives
that aim to bring about a sustained and long term behavioural change.

Work
with companies to ensure that they continue to have effective
communications with their consumers at times when water services
are affected by severe weather conditions and to help inform
consumers on how to prevent issues with their water supply.
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3. Pressing for any review of metering
policy in Wales to take account of the
impact on customers - Any proposed
metering programmes must consider
customers’ views and concerns, any
likely impacts on customers, and
suitable mechanisms (including
transitional arrangements) to protect
vulnerable customers. There should
be appropriate pacing to deliver
customer savings, water efficiency
and achieve long-term behaviour
change whilst protecting customers
who need extra help.
4. Helping inform consumers about the
provision of good quality drinking
water – We will continue to work
with the Drinking Water
Inspectorate and the industry to
maintain the high quality of our
public water supplies and level of
trust in our tap water. We will
provide consumers with appropriate
advice and information and continue
to promote tap water, and its wider
availability and consumption in
restaurants and public spaces.

We will also keep a watching brief
on the regulation of private water
supplies and any emerging consumer
issues particularly about the safety
of private water supplies.
5. As the regime that determines how
much water can be taken from surface
and groundwater sources is reformed,
pressing to ensure that the costs of
changes do not outweigh the benefits
– We will work with Natural Resources
Wales, Ofwat and the Welsh
Government to ensure that the
proposals to amend the abstraction
licensing regime will have a positive
outcome for water customers.
6. Asking that buildings compliance
with water efficiency standards and
innovative approaches is required
and/or incentivised. We will support
the Welsh Government and other
interested parties to facilitate and
deliver water efficient buildings,
which would make water efficiency
easier and deliver savings to natural
resources and service costs.

Speaking up for
Water Consumers

OUR PRIORITIES

4. A Sewerage System that Works
Helping consumers have a sustainable sewerage service that works, with minimal sewer flooding.
What we want to help deliver
A reduction in the incidence of sewer flooding in consumers’ properties, so that
we can see a rising trend the level of satisfaction with Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water’s
action to minimise sewer flooding.
Should sewer flooding occur, Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water to provide prompt
17
clean–up assistance, advice and compensation , contributing to keeping the
level of satisfaction with the overall sewerage service high.
The impact on customers’ bills is reduced in the future through a more
sustainable, paced approach to investment, environmental improvements
and implementing European Directives.

What we will be doing
1. Helping consumers who suffer
sewer flooding in their homes or
other areas of their property – By
continuing to work with Ofwat and
Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water to ensure
resolving sewer flooding problems
remain a key priority. We will
support the move to a risk-based,
long-term approach to recording
progress, but maintain our focus
on consumers who suffer the
most from this type of flooding.
2. Supporting sustainable approaches
to dealing with the effects of climate
change – We will:
Encourage Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water
to use innovative, sustainable
solutions to deal with excess rainfall
and reduce the amount of water
that flows into the sewers, further
extending its Rainscape urban
drainage programme.
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17	‘Compensation’ refers primarily to Guaranteed Standards Scheme payments,
but also refers to other goodwill compensation payments that companies consider they should pay.
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“Encourage Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water
to use innovative,
sustainable
solutions to deal
with excess rainfall
and reduce the
amount of water
that flows into
the sewers…”

Speaking up for
Water Consumers

OUR PRIORITIES

4. A Sewerage System that Works continued
 upport Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water’s
S
use of the by-products of sewage
treatment to generate energy and
help tackle climate change.

in Wales so that other sectors take
responsibility for their impact on the
natural environment and costs are
not passed on to water customers.

 ncourage Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water
E
to continue working on reducing
their carbon footprint and the wider
environmental impact of their
sewerage service operations.

 ncourage Natural Resources Wales
E
and the Welsh Government to
consider impacts on water
customers’ bills when reviewing
environmental improvements for
Wales, environmental standards and
revisions to the implementation of
European Directives.

3. Supporting sustainable approaches to
deal with environmental improvements
on water quality in Wales - In addition
to supporting sustainable drainage
solutions for excess rainfall we will:
Support sustainable approaches
(Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water and other
sectors) to tackling compliance and
environmental water quality issues
such as catchment management
solutions that are cost effective and
beneficial to customers, and
agri-environment schemes.
 ncourage Natural Resources
E
Wales to accurately identify
causes of environmental pollution

4.	Encouraging a consumer-focused
approach to dealing with severe
weather and providing a reliable
sewerage service – We will:
Encourage Dŵr Cymru Welsh
Water to deliver reliable but
affordable sewerage services
with minimal environmental
impact, which reflect consumer
preferences and views.
 hallenge Dŵr Cymru Welsh
C
Water to establish effective
communications with all consumers
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at times when sewerage and
drainage services are affected by
severe weather conditions.
 ork with Dŵr Cymru Welsh
W
Water and Natural Resources
Wales to ensure that waste water
operations are resilient to
extreme weather events and
changing weather patterns.
5. Influencing further decisions on
the parts of the sewer network that
have been transferred into water
company ownership:
We will use our research into
consumers’ views, help the
sewerage industry raise consumer
awareness and prepare for the next
stage, when pumping stations are
transferred into water company
ownership.
 e will continue to work to keep
W
the cost of the transfer of private
sewers down by challenging
companies where costs seem
unnecessarily high.

Responding to
consumers’ expectations
To help respond to consumers’
expectations that they are
independently informed
about water issues we will:
 ork with companies
W
to help them inform
consumers on what not to
dispose of down toilets
and sinks; and continue our
own information work.
 ork with companies
W
to ensure that they
continue to have effective
communications with their
customers at times when
sewerage and drainage
services are affected by
severe weather conditions

Speaking up for
Water Consumers

OUR PRIORITIES

5. Speaking up for Water Consumers
Being a trustworthy voice that independently informs consumers, stakeholders and the media about key water
issues, while consumers’ views increasingly drive the key decisions that affect their water bill and service.
What we want to help deliver
 ffective and appropriate communications on behalf of
E
water consumers. Ensuring water consumers’ views are
effectively represented to the Welsh Government and
other interested parties. Raising awareness of issues
through the media and increasing the opportunity to see
our messages.
I mproved customer service by continuing to demand
improvements where water companies do not perform
well. We will use our annual complaints report, our
consumer services assessments and Ofwat’s report on Key
Performance Indicators amongst other things to highlight
how water companies’ performance has, and should
improve further.
 n increase in the number of water consumers who are
A
registered on Welsh Water Assist and WaterSure.
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 n increase in water consumers who are registered on the
A
water companies’ additional services register aiming for
an increase of 10% from 12,136 over the three year period
to 2014/15 to ensure more help is being given to those who
need it.
 n increase in informed domestic customers who find
A
out whether they would save during 2013/14 by switching
to a water meter through our online calculator.
 n increase in Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water’s consumers
A
registered for the company’s special schemes, such as
Water Collect, and the Customer Assistance Fund.
 upport tenants by helping Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water
S
to increase uptake in the number of Registered Social
Landlords (RSL) adopting an improved type of third party
agreement based on its Water Collect scheme, to offer
better information, services and assistance to tenants.

Speaking up for water consumers
is integral to our whole Forward
Work Programme for Wales.
Some issues listed here are
in addition to those topics that
we have already mentioned
throughout the programme.
What we will be doing
1. Independently informing consumers –
We will be the impartial, independent
voice on water issues that consumers
have asked us to be. We will focus on the
issues highlighted in this programme,
so consumers have the reassurance
of an independent water champion,
and viewpoint, to advise them.
2. Empowering consumers by improving
their access to information:
Improving and developing our
online communication tools so that
consumers can access our frequently
asked questions more easily.

Speaking up for
Water Consumers

OUR PRIORITIES

5. Speaking up for Water Consumers continued
with water companies and other
sectors we will make sure more
consumers know about the special
services which water companies
offer to those who need them.

I mproving the website and our use
of social media.
 sing traditional routes of
U
communication, such as leaflets,
the media and our publicity work.
3. R
 epresenting consumers’ views
during changes to strategy and
legislation – We will work with key
parties and the Welsh Government
to ensure consumers’ views have
been heard when new strategies and
legislation are being considered and

any suggested amendments are
communicated effectively.
4. H
 elping protect consumers from
distraction burglary – By working
with the media, water companies
and other organisations so those
who are most vulnerable are aware
of how they can protect themselves.
5. H
 elping inform consumers who need
a little extra help about water
companies’ through the additional
services schemes – Through our work
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6. Helping inform consumers who are
struggling to pay their bills about
water companies’ special tariffs
such as Welsh Water Assist and
WaterSure – Through our work with
water companies and other sectors
we will make sure more consumers
know about the schemes which
water companies offer to those
who need them.
7. Support assistance to water
customers – By working with Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water to help increase
the number of Registered Social
Landlords (RSL) who deliver
improved third party collection
agreements and who offer improved
information, services and assistance,
where this can deliver benefits with
no additional risks to water
customers.

Responding to
consumers’ expectations
To help respond to consumers’
expectations that they are
independently informed
about water issues we will:
 romote self-help tools such
P
as our water meter calculator
and the consumer selfsupport area of our website.
 elp those struggling to pay
H
by giving them independent
information on tariff
options, payment methods
and assistance schemes.
 romote water efficiency
P
messages where appropriate,
and support water companies
and partners who also
promote water efficiency.

Speaking up for
Water Consumers

cost of delivery

The cost of delivering our service to water consumers
We have demonstrated through our real term cost reductions since CCWater was
set up, that we are committed to providing good value for money and minimising
our costs to water customers. We will continue to hold our 2013/14 cost to water
customers at £5.13m which is approximately 21p per bill payer.
We now need to focus additional resources on the price review and on delivering
the enhanced role on tariffs and business customers that was recommended by the
Defra and Welsh Governments’ Review of Ofwat and consumer representation in
the water sector. Hence, for 2012/13 we decided to invest an extra £555,000 from
savings we had made in previous years. For 2013/14 we will use a further £500,000
of our savings to maintain this extra investment creating a budget of £5.63m.
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What this will deliver
The benefits set out in this
programme for both domestic and
business customers at a cost of
about 21p per annum per water bill.

 transparent and open in our
Be
approach.

Any queries on this
programme should be directed to:

 ontinue to deliver tangible benefits
C
to water consumers that significantly
outweigh the costs of CCWater.

Lia Moutselou
Lia.Moutselou@ccwater.org.uk

Our duty to the vulnerable in society
and the requirement to have regard to
sustainable development underpin all of
our priorities. For example, our support
of water and sewerage companies
reducing the carbon footprint of their
water and sewerage operations, but to
also look for cost-effective, affordable
and environmentally friendly solutions
to legal outcomes they need to achieve,
such as helping to achieve good water
quality in rivers, lakes and beaches.
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What We Will Do
We will:
Work effectively and efficiently to
ensure we provide improved value
for money to water customers.

Consumer Council for Water
Caradog House
1-6 St Andrew’s Place
Cardiff
CF10 3BE
or
Jennifer Suggate
Jennifer.suggate@ccwater.org.uk
Consumer Council for Water
Victoria Square House
1st Floor
Victoria Square
Birmingham
B2 4AJ

Speaking up for
Water Consumers

Annexes

Annex A
Our consultation on our Draft Forward
Work Programme for England and Wales
The draft Forward Work Programme
for England and Wales was emailed to
over 600 individuals and organisations.
We also published the draft Forward
Work Programme on our website.
We issued the consultation for a
period of 12 weeks.
During the final stages of the
consultation period we contacted
organisations again to ask them for
their views on the proposals set out
in the draft Forward Work Programme.
In drafting the Forward Work
Forward Programme for Wales
we have considered comments
and representations from
interested in parties in Wales.

Responses to the consultation
We received 17 formal responses to
the Draft Forward Work Programme,
including comments from the Welsh
Government. They were generally
supportive of our priorities and direction.
We have added some additional issues
that respondents felt we should be
considering, and have also clarified
some objectives or statements that
respondents commented on. We have
increased the emphasis on the price
review to make clear that this will
be a significant part of our policy
workload during the next two years.
The comments on our Draft Forward
Work Programme are available on our
website, along with our response.
In addition to this Forward Work
Programme for Wales, the Consumer
Council for Water has produced a
separate Forward Work Programme
for England and Wales, which reflects
slightly different priorities. Both
documents are available in Welsh.
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Consumer Council for Water
Victoria Square House
Victoria Square
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